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Your club needs you!

On Wednesday this week Clive is leading an Could you become a Mentor? You don’t
evening phototrip (for members only) to have to be an expert photographer but one
Diglis Basin, with a theme of Reflections who is willing to share your knowledge
with other members. The new season is

and Patterns.

about to start and we will have some new
Meet 7pm at Diglis for an evening saunter members with a variety of different skill
around the basin which will offer many levels and some just learning the art and
subjects for detailed and observational craft of photography!
photography with creative opportunities.
There's even a waterside inn, The Anchor We have such subjects as:
● Basic Camera Craft

where we can chat over a drink!

● Buying Photographic Equipment
● Guidance with a Particular Genre

Club programme
Congratulations!
Inconsistent or what?
Threads
Valencia
First Nation
Competitions & exhibitions
Diary
PAGB News
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● Intro to Photographic Software
● Personal Critique of Images
● Presentation Skills
● Theory of Photography
Please look at the Members’ area under
Club
Bridge reflections, Clive Haynes FRPS

Activities>Mentoring>Offers

and

then check out the drop-down boxes to see
what is available: if it is there then you can

AV Group

completely different please email me first.
We already have a request to help with

There is NO meeting this week; the next
meeting

will

be

on

Thursday

27

September, when Peter Young is kindly
taking on the coordination. Why not come
along then and try it out?
For latest AV news nationally and
internationally, check out the AV News
website - you can sign up for their
occasional newsletter AV Links too...

Did you see…

add your offer. If you can offer something

Street Photography, but no Mentor as yet.
This would be found under Offers>
Guidance with a particular genre>Street
Photography.
.We are all on a photographic journey, and
many of the experienced members in the
club started off being helped by Mentors in
the past. Here is the opportunity to give
something back!
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…the club’s smart new A1 poster in the
pictures of our stand at Worcester show?
Here it is if you missed it! Thanks again to
Permajet.

Congratulations!
…to Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2 on gaining 13 acceptances to the Wyvern International, one being an Honourable
Mention.
Here’s a bit more from Barrie on the subject….

Inconsistent or what?
Barb and I have just returned from our holidays and during most of our time away we have been out of normal communication with the
outside world wifi-wise. So, upon our return there was the normal plethora of emails, and as usual many of them were junk and had to
be deleted, a dreary task indeed.
However, I did receive two emails that interested me greatly that I would like to share with members; they were my results from two
recently entered photographic salons.
The first result was from the newly introduced Wyvern International Competition a worldwide affair, and the other was from the
Beyond Group’s annual British Photographic Exhibitions salon.
This is what I did;
I submitted 16 images to the newly introduced Wyvern International Competition, 4 images in 4 categories.
I also submitted 16 images to the annual Beyond Group’s photographic salon, again 4 images in 4 categories.
Many of the images submitted were identical in both competitions and every one of them I submitted had been previously accepted in
other UK or International salons.
The results are noteworthy in so much as they show a considerable level of inconsistency between judging.
I received 13 acceptances out of the 16 images submitted to the Wyvern International, one being an Honourable Mention.
I received not a single acceptance from the 16 images submitted to the Beyond Group.
My opinion is that this clearly displays the fickle inconsistency that as photographers, we all know exists between judges.
Barrie
Editor’s note: This prompted me to take a closer look at both; here

SECTION

ENTRANTS

IMAGES

are a few slightly random things I found out.

COLOR OPEN

234

930

COLOR - ACTION

117

458

The 2017 acceptance rate for Beyond Group was 16.5% (1 in 6).

MONO - OPEN

204

796

They noted in their report “We had a record entry this year with

MONO - LANDSCAPE 101

385

many new entrants trying out this BPE exhibition for the first time.

NATURE

139

552

We had 4,733 pdi images from 478 entrants. This means that some

NATURE - BIRDS

120

470

really good work did not make it into the exhibition, for example

TRAVEL

141

558

the judges tried to avoid too much repetition tried to create a

PHOTOJOURNALISM 91

358

TOTAL

4,507

balanced show of photography.” All-male judging panel.
The target acceptance rate for Wyvern 2018 is stated as 35% to
44% of submitted images. Their figures show 271 entrants with
4,507 entries. Mixed judging panel.
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271

Threads

Two more
delightfully
detailed images
from Ann Hoath’s
series Threads.
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Valencia
A final set of James Woodend’s images from the City of Arts & Science, Valencia.

Tied in

Subway

Museum of Science

Suspension bridge
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The view out
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First Nation
When checking into our hotel upon arrival in Seattle we learned that an annual procession was about to begin which passed the hotel.
These a few of the First Nation tribe members that we met, all lovely and friendly people and a complete joy to be with. They are
members of various Coastal Indian tribes that are still a very vibrant part of the Pacific Northwest community.The images were taken
when they were getting ready for the procession to begin.
Barrie Glover
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First Nation, Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
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IGPOTY

Competitions &
exhibitions

Action

Oak

-

article

and 22 & 23 September

competition site.

RPS AV 23rd RPS Internationals
The 1914 Centenary Hall, Dean Close

BHI A Moment in Time - closes 28 October. Preparatory

School,

Lansdown

Road,

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL51 6QS
Closing Date 24th August 2018 .
Photobook Fair - call for entry, one selfpublished photobook per entrant. Closes
midday

20

September.

Free,

£10

commission on sale.

Gomma Grant 2018 “We are looking for (Too late for this year, I fear, but it does say
consistency, personality and courage.”

entry is open to individuals or groups and

Submit between 6 and 50 images from an clubs. An idea for WCC/AV Group for the
unfinished, ongoing or completed project.

24th Festival, perhaps?)

Any medium: black & white or colour, Even if not entering, you may be interested
analogue or digital. Polaroid/ instagram in attending part or all of the event as aa

BPE
Dingwall 2018 Deadline 30 September.
24th Shrewsbury Open 2018. Closes 29
September. Online entry here.
TPA Urban Vista - win a scanner.
National Trust competition ‘Our space to
explore’. Closes 2 September Feature on
the 2019 Handbook or membership card!

etc...

spectator. Book here.

Any genre: Portraiture/ Documentary/ Fine
Art/ Black & white/ Photojournalism/ 36th IPF National Championships 2018 &
Conceptual/ Landscape…

1st Open PhotoHarmony Competition

Early Bird deadline: 31 August, closes 3 Enquiries email ipfavgroup@gmail.com
November. Submission & more info here
Visit Wiltshire competition. Win a short
Travel POTY

break. Closes 3 September.

PAGB Masters of Print

(see also PAGB

Extra 213

Dates for the diary
On to 27 August Worcester Festival

PAGB News
Issue 213 and

25-27 August Worcs Open Studios

Have you spotted all the giraffes yet? And

Includes a former member in Worcester

don’t forget the Festival fireworks in aid of

and this Droitwich-based photographer.

213 Extra now available.

St Richard’s Hospice Mon 27 August.
26-27 August Shrewsbury Steam Rally
20-26 August Brown Hairstreak Week,
Grafton Wood guided butterfly walks.

25-27 August Pershore Plum Festival.

25 August Avoncroft - Sounds Amazing -

To 9 Sept Dippy on tour.

Festival of Music & Lights. Tickets here.
26 September Understanding abstract Art
Out of the blue - photographs by Kate

14:00 - 16:00 Unsure about abstracts? Want

Maxwell.

to know more? Why not have a day out in

September.

Photospace Ludlow. To 29

photogenic Oxford and take in this lecture?
Booking required. Ashmolean Museum,
Beaumont Street, Oxford.
Shape of Light, exhibition
at Tate Modern. To 14
October. (Abstract)
Curator’s Tour 8 October.
Tish

Murtha,

The

Photographers’ Gallery to
14

October.

(Documentary).
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Martin Addison FRPS

Commercial
Resize Your Images up to 600% with Topaz A. I. Gigapixel
TopazLabs have introduced a very powerful, stand-alone, image resizing package, 'A. I. Gigapixel'. 'A I'
stands for Artificial Intelligence, by the way.
This new product does require your computer to have the required specification. You can check out
what A. I. Gigapixel offers and how it works by viewing the Topaz overview, complete with a very
helpful video,.
To help discover if your computer has the required specification, use this Topaz link:
If you need to check the specification of your computer, 'Speccy' is a free utility download which can
do this for you. Here's a link for 'Speccy'.
To save some money, my website continues to have a 15% off offer for all Topaz products.
Clive Haynes.

NB There’s also a Live training session on Tuesday - register here. Ed
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